
GOVERNMENTS: What key issues should 
governments focus on in using digital 
technologies in education post-COVID-19 
for the most marginalised

Emergency preparedness/
resilience

Access

Infrastructuree (physical, 
human, environmental)

Physical School

National education policy 
- what it should look like

Human capacity in the 
broadest sense

Getting back to physical school 
correctly and safely: how tech can 
help

Staying at home - as a parent also - can 
work, but it's no substitute for school 
education

Everything varies depending on 
social strata

Public education as social 
equaliser must be strengthened

Governments are good at 
starting things but not at 
shutting them down

What kind of physical 
infrastructure and assets do we 
have in place and how can they 
be used more efficiently

Online can never be a 
substitute - it can be 
complementary

Making physical infrastructure 
more efficient 

Critical assessment of situation 
- where we are, limitations, 
most impactful things that arose 
during COVID-19 - and then 
key issues will emerge

Physical - broadband availability

In Trinidad and Tobago (and 
Caribbean more widely) 30% of 
students couldn’t access online 
resources during COVID-19: 
lack of access, lack of devices

Improve access to Internet - the soft 
side -

Reset of national education 
policy to ensure online is 
included in the overall policy - 
not just physical space

Equitable access

Service coverage

We often forget basic tech

Ham radio

Traditional broadcasting

Getting people back into 
learning mode - using 
traditional technologies

Access for last mile

Education TV

Opportunity to converge all these 
technologies together and not be 
reliant on a single technology

Going back to basics - having 
access to reliable energy - 
especially important for isolated 
communities

Solar panels and basic batteries

Radio used very effectively - Bangladesh 
has retooled a TV channel

Generators needed to provide 
electricity when grid is down

Enable children to continue to 
learn when grid is down

Lack of resources - availability of 
online apps and programmes - and 
management thereof

Curriculum

Online delivery

Technocrats

Parents

Students

Reliance on international funding

Resource support will need to be 
explored to fit needs

Huge training component for all 
stakeholders

Wellness and health and safety

School is usually a place where 
child can get a square meal - 
another reason why education 
as an equalizer can be 
strengthened

When children are at school, this allows 
parents to go to work

Common digital standards - freely 
available and standardised

Focusing on students at risk: 
disabilities, remote locations, 
where parents are unemployed, 
broken families

Continued learning throughout 
life

Portable digital tools using 
multilateral agency support

Emergency preparedness for 
schools: students, teachers and 
backend support

Portability - very important - physical 
school and home will be a 
continuum - the new reality for a 
while and in a future pandemic - 
could be low or high tech

Internet and broadband

Tailored to needs

Hardware

C ybersecurity - safe

Software

Skills to use

National backbone

Solar energy

Critical infrastructure

Electricity

Fibre

Technology 
agnostic 
broadband

Locally hosted IXPs

Open access

Price points

Affordability

How to get secure tools without 
spending too much money

Internet

Technologies

Old: often best in marginalised 
conditions

Ham radio

Pen and paper working best in COVID-19 
context

Teachers have been trained in 
a certain way - they may not 
know how to teach in an 
Internet word

TV

Teachers re-learning how to teach

New and emerging technologies

Three key things for pilots: 
Compass, altimeter, airspeed.  Can 
we find similar things for education?

Gamification

AI and machine lea - for example in parent 
and teacher communication

Tools for blind students

Must be 
technology 
neutral

Human rights issues

People now thinking about what a 
physical classroom will be in the 
future because of social distancing

How this is worded is very important

COVID-19 and contact tracing - 
many differing views

Many views - for basic contact tracing pen 
and paper is working best

Regulation

Procurement methodologies

Funding modalities

Some kind of regulatory laboratory

Diversity of people who need to 
be involved

Education system as the basis 
for how people should act

Data protection

Partnerships

Need for new…

Human wellness and 
well-being

Involving private sector in PPPs

Empowerment

Right regulatory mechanisms to 
govern these tools

Regulatory carrots and sticks

Education process should also 
teach about COVID itself and how to 
act in emergency situations

Links to epidemiological 
discussions

Act according to facts

Funding

Standards

Teachers are a building block - 
can be seen as part of the 
infrastructure

Teachers are key in post-COVID 
world

Need to empower teachers so that 
they can manage the new 
technologies

Mental health issues

People having adapt to a “new 
normal”

Children, parents and teachers

Need to be able to learn with and without 
electricity; online and offline

Must not be fogotten

Telecom providers

Affordability

Equitable access

Possibly shutting some schools and 
bringing in ICT could release some 
pressure

Must be enhanced


